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a b s t r a c t 

The use of low atomic number liquid metals has been shown to have the potential to solve many of the 

prevalent problems like erosion and radiation losses associated with the interaction of fusion plasma with 

the plasma facing component (PFC) structures in tokamaks. Since the first evidence of lithium increasing 

plasma performance in TFTR [1] , the benefits of using lithium in fusion environments have been seen in 

many devices, including CDX-U [2] , NSTX [3] , LTX [4] , and DIII-D [5] . While both fast flow and slow flow 

concepts have been studied with regards to liquid lithium first wall alternatives, this report will focus on 

efforts placed on fast flow research and will mainly focus on advancements in the LiMIT device that help 

to eliminate concerns over the broad use of liquid lithium. Due to the promising TFTR results along with 

results obtained at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [6] , suitably designed trench structures 

holding liquid lithium could be an appropriate fast flow candidate for PFC modules in future fusion de- 

vices. There are four potential shortcomings of this approach: (1) Droplet ejection, (2) Wetting control, 

(3) Tritium retention, and (4) Limited heat flux handling. Droplet ejection is discussed in a companion 

publication [7] , while this paper addresses the topics of wetting control and heat flux handling. Limi- 

tations in wetting and prevention of lithium creep (i.e. getting and keeping the lithium only where it 

should be) have been solved by laser-texturing the base material with extreme short laser pulses (pico 

– femto second) of high power (several 10 s of W). Micro- and nano-structuring results indicate that the 

textured substrates displayed significant change in their wetting properties, increasing the temperature 

needed to wet from 310 °C to 390 °C. Lastly, initial designs for the Lithium Metal Infused Trenches (LiMIT) 

[6] showed dryout above 3 MW/m 

2 , but new designs of the trench shaping show potential to be able 

to handle up to 10 MW/m 

2 . Dryout is accompanied by lithium evaporation which is shown to mitigate 

the incident heat flux, which may be viewed as beneficial [8] . The advances shown here will increase 

the viability of the LiMIT system in large-scale testing, and allow for extensive design iteration to begin 

tackling the large powers and heat fluxes present in reactor-relevant systems. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 

One of the primary issues fusion energy faces is the mate-

rial choice for plasma confinement. Even solid refractory metal

wall materials have exhibited issues that could eventually lead to

confinement failure [9] or tritium inventory problems [10] . Liquid

lithium can offer a number of advantages over solid materials at
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hese interfaces, but is not without its own issues. This paper will

escribe progress in addressing a few of the concerns surrounding

etting control and heat flux handling with respect to the LiMIT

ystem [6] . 

Liquid metals suffer from technological limitations associated

ith the need to continuously heat the metal to keep it in its liq-

id form, while wetting dissimilar metal surfaces. While the wet-

ing temperature can be controlled through different pre-treatment

eans [11] , there are many areas in a fusion device where liquid

etal contact is unwanted. This report presents results showing
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 3.1. Scanning electron microscopy images of the molybdenum samples (1.a, 1.b) and the 316 stainless steel samples (2.a – 2.f). The lithium contact angle studies were 

performed on the samples 1.a and 2.b. Molybdenum samples show a change in surface morphology under various laser power densities, while steel samples show changes 

based on the number of passes the laser made over a single radial position. 
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hat making micro- and nano-textured surfaces can prevent un-

anted liquid metal wetting in areas by increasing the tempera-

ure needed to uniformly wet the surface. 

As plasma flux impinges on the LiMIT system, the lithium is

ocally accelerated where the plasma flux is greatest, due to the

igher heat load creating a stronger thermoelectric driving force.

his causes a depression of the lithium surface and pileup of the

ithium downstream of the plasma flux. If the depression is too

ronounced, the tops of the trench system may become exposed,

eading to the problem called lithium dryout. If dryout occurs in

usion relevant conditions, the plasma striking the solid surface

ould damage the LiMIT module and sputter impurities into the

lasma edge. This effect was observed at high heat loads in Illinois

7] and in Magnum PSI [12] , and must be addressed if LiMIT is to

e applied to large-scale systems. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Nanostructuring and wetting 

To generate nanostructured surfaces on various 316 stainless

teel and molybdenum circular targets, the samples were pro-

essed with an IMRA North America 10 W, 350 fs near-infrared

1045 nm) fiber laser at a 1 MHz repetition rate. With a focal spot

ize between 10–30 μm, the samples were mounted on a rotational

tage integrated to an x-stage scanner to allow high-speed laser

canning while moving the x-stage radially outward or inward.

his was done in an effort to increase the processing speed and

ccess the transitional sub-ablation regime where non-linear laser

ffects modify the surface morphology [13] . To create both micro-

nd nano-features, the beam was slightly defocused to a 100 μm

eam spot. The primary features formed ranged in thickness from

.5 to 1 μm. The surface structure topology was quantified using

 Sloan Dektak 3 profilometer at the University of Illinois Frederick

eitz Materials Research Laboratory. Scanning electron microscopy

mages of the surfaces subjected to a variety of laser conditions

ere taken on a Hitachi S4700 High Resolution SEM at the Univer-

ity of Illinois Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory. Visual
nspection revealed optical fringing patterns and iridescence from

 combination of geometric patterns and surface oxide layers. 

Investigations of the contact angle of lithium on nanostructured

urfaces were carried out in the setup used in Fiflis, et al. [11] . The

ircular samples were placed on a stainless steel actuated plate in

 vacuum chamber able to achieve a base pressure of 1 × 10 −6 Torr.

n injector was used to deposit controlled amounts of lithium onto

he surface of these samples at different radial positions. A heater

elow the steel plate was used to control the temperature on the

amples and a thermocouple monitored the change in surface tem-

erature, while a camera took photographs of the droplets as a

unction of the surface temperature. A MATLAB program was then

sed to monitor the evolution of the contact angle from these pho-

ographs, with the critical wetting angle defined at 90 °. 

.2. Dryout and heat flux handling 

In order to work towards mitigating dryout, a 2-dimensional

ree-surface lithium flow model was developed in COMSOL Mul-

iphysics to examine the dryout phenomenon. The model utilizes

he Laminar Flow and Moving Mesh modules. A Gaussian heat flux

nput on the top surface mimics the plasma heat flux, and cool-

ng on the bottom of the domain provides the thermal gradient re-

uired to drive the thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamic (TEMHD)

ow through the trench. This TEMHD force is included as a vol-

me force, and the top surface of the domain is allowed to de-

orm in response to the volume force in the x and y directions.

he left and right surfaces act as a lithium flow inlet and outlet,

espectively. This model utilizes the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian

ethod to power the mesh deformation, which couples the mesh

ovement with the fluid flow along the top surface. 

. Results 

.1. Nanostructuring and wetting 

A peculiarity of the ultra-short laser-matter interaction is the

ormation, under specific conditions, of nano/micro (sometimes
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Fig. 3.2. Surface roughness of a stainless steel sample before and after laser tex- 

turing as measured through profilometry. The average surface roughness increases 

with laser exposure at all radial points. 
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b  

a  

p  
multi-scale) periodic surface morphologies. One of the most re-

markable phenomenon is the formation of periodic undulations

called ripples or LIPSS [14] . In this study, ripples (described in

Section 2.1 ) were systematically obtained at low power (5 W) and

high scan velocity (1 MHz), for both materials. Fig. 3.1 shows SEM

images of features observed after laser irradiation. The surface to-

pography formation strongly depends on the laser fluence (J/cm 

2 )

and the number of successive passes. Interestingly, in the case of

stainless steel, the increase in successive passes (shown in the evo-

lution of surface morphologies in Fig. 3.1 ) leads to the change from

ripples to multi-scale columnar structures. 

Profilometry measurements of the individual sample surfaces

showed depth profiles of the micro- and nano-features when com-

paring before and after nano-texturing. This helped to quantify

how laser texturing modified an individual surface. An example

plot can be seen in Fig. 3.2 . While the most prominent features are

micro-scale, nano-scale structures can also be seen to have formed

on these micro-features. 

Fig. 3.3 shows a drastic increase in the temperature required to

wet the laser textured samples when compared to bare samples

of the same material [11] . The nanostructured molybdenum sam-

ples showed a 77 °C increase in the wetting temperature, while the

steel samples showed an 83 °C increase. This increase in wetting

temperature on the textured surfaces can be attributed to surface

tension forces that prevent wetting in the surface features, as de-

scribed by Cassie–Baxter theory [15] , in combination with surface

oxidation, which has shown to inhibit wetting [16] . To wet the sur-

face, the droplet must transition through the Wenzel state [17] to

a fully wetted front before macroscopic wetting can be observed.

These results are crucial to the design process for lithiated assem-

blies because they indicate that wetting and flow of lithium can be
Fig. 3.3. The change in the wetting temperature for lithium on molybdenum (left) and st

are compared to wetting temperatures on nominally smooth counterparts from this and p
ontrolled by modifying surface roughness. Fig. 3.1 (1a) and 3.1(2b)

hows SEM photos of the structured stainless steel and molybde-

um samples obtained for one specific laser power and scanning

peed. Those specific samples were used to obtain the wetting re-

ults in Fig. 3.3 . The assembled laser set-up was used to process

everal other sets of substrates (results not presented in this work)

y varying only power, laser focus, or sample translation/rotation

peed. 

.2. Dryout and heat flux handling 

While computational constraints made running a 2-dimensional

imulation most viable for the free surface, moving mesh scenario,

 3-dimensional model of a LiMIT-style trench informed the initial

onditions to boost model accuracy [18] . This 3-dimensional fixed

urface model fully couples time varying electric currents and heat

ransfer in the solid and fluid domains to solve for the TEMHD

riving force and associated circulating lithium flow. It included a

aussian heat flux stripe with a peak of 3 MW/m 

2 and a full width

alf maximum of 5 mm. This heat flux can be adjusted based on

hysical system parameters, but was chosen in this case to coin-

ide with the electron beam tests of LiMIT at UIUC. A good exam-

le of the dryout seen in these tests is given in Fig. 3.4 . 

The velocity characteristics on the fixed surface of the 3D model

mply a region in which dryout will form. Here, the centered exter-

al heat flux drives a high velocity region that gets pulled down-

tream by the flow circulation. The volume force profile is ex-

racted and used as a 2-dimensional free surface model input. The

-dimensional model assumes pre-circulating lithium flow, which

an be experimentally maintained in the absence of a plasma heat

ux by heating the back surfaces of the LiMIT system. As the sim-

lation begins, the lithium surface starts to depress directly un-

er the high heat flux stripe. This is due to the preferential heat-

ng of the lithium in the depressed region, which is then acceler-

ted by the large thermal gradient resulting from passing through

he heat stripe. The dryout depression is quickly propelled along

he flow direction, as seen in Fig. 3.5 A. Lithium buildup occurs on

he downstream side due to flow accelerating into slower down-

tream flow, and can also be seen on the upstream side during

he transient period of dryout development due to lithium build-

ng up against the reduced cross-sectional area before accelerating

hrough the high heat flux region. This can be seen in Fig. 3.5 B. 

. Discussion 

The results in Section 3.1 are very promising for two reasons,

oth being caused by the surface roughening and the micro-scale

nd nano-scale patterning of the metal samples. Two theories are

roposed for the observed increase in wetting temperature. First,
ainless steel (right) surfaces. Wetting temperatures on the laser structured samples 

revious work [11]. 
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Fig. 3.4. Experimental observation of lithium dryout under electron beam impingement. Downstream lithium buildup is clearly seen, and, while the lithium level starts 

beneath the trench level, both lithium depression in the strike zone and upstream buildup are visible. 

Fig. 3.5. A) The beginning of the lithium depression as dryout begins and is propelled downstream by lithium flow. B) Developed dryout phenomenon under high heat flux 

exhibits pronounced lithium depression and lithium buildup downstream. Distance is in meters and velocity values are in meters per second. 
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Fig. 4.1. The addition of a step increase in the height of the trench bottom works to mitigate dryout concerns. Upwelling at 0 m (highest heat flux) protects from further 

dryout, and the lithium level never falls below the 5 mm height of the trenches. Distance is in meters and velocity values are in meters per second. 
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the nanostructured surfaces form a larger, more robust oxide layer

based purely on the increase in surface area when compared to

their smooth counterparts. Lithium must first break through this

oxide layer formed on the surface before propagating along the

wetting front. Also, the nanostructured surfaces now contribute

to increased surface tension forces between the three phases in

contact - solid, liquid, and gas (in this case vacuum) - which in-

hibits wetting. The combined forces from the increased oxide layer

and surface tension must be overcome before wetting can migrate

through the transitions explained by the Cassie–Baxter [15] and

Wenzel [17] theories. Based on a Cassie–Baxter theory analysis, the

degree of wetting temperature increase can be related to a surface

roughness coefficient known as the wetted area, which is a frac-

tional area the surface structures occupy. As seen in Fig. 3.1 , much

of the surface morphology is similar to the trench-like structures of

an ideal Cassie–Baxter wetting state. From experimental measure-

ment of the fractional area of the structures, values of 0.73 and

0.68 were determined for molybdenum and stainless steel, respec-

tively. The theoretical analysis yielded 0.75 and 0.70, showing that,

to within measurement error, the increase in wetting temperature

can be largely explained by changing surface morphology. 

The reason these results are promising for larger scale devices

is design-based. There exists an operating window in terms of tem-

perature where one can safely flow liquid lithium without having

significant evaporation from the surface. The wetting temperature

on these nanostructured surfaces has been shown to be well out-

side this operating regime, meaning that design of such surfaces in

a larger device will inhibit lithium wetting and creep in unwanted

areas. LiMIT structures are envisioned to eventually cover the en-

tirety of the limiter and divertor surfaces within a larger machine,

if not the entire inner surface. One cannot make this a possibil-

ity without having small breaks between lithium-holding modules,

similar to why the entirety of a divertor cannot be made out of

one solid block of tungsten. The textured surfaces will act as a bar-

rier in the chamfers and valleys between the LiMIT modules, which

will be subjected to less heat and particle flux and will main-

tain temperatures below the wetting operating limits described in

Section 3.2 . These structured surfaces will act as creep barriers,

protecting any sensitive systems set back from the first wall, like

electronics or cooling lines needed to maintain the TEMHD flow.
verall, the results presented in this report lend more credence to

he use of liquid lithium as a first wall material. 

The simulation presented of the dryout phenomenon from

ection 3.2 qualitatively mirrors experimental observations of

iMIT dryout at Illinois (see Fig. 3.4 ) and in devices such as Mag-

um PSI. This dynamic effectively captures how lithium dryout

orms and progresses in high heat flux conditions; therefore, pro-

iding a valid basis for engineering decisions regarding a solution

o the dryout effect. Potential mitigation strategies include trench

haping, partial trench removal, or a constraining mesh. Trench

haping would change the depth of the trenches in plasma-driven

cceleration regions to compensate for the increased velocity. The

artial trench removal avenue simply accounts for the existence

f dryout by removing sections of the trench walls to account for

lasma depression of the lithium surface and machining a larger

utlet to avoid spillover from the buildup. A mesh can also be

laced above the top surface of the trenches, which would stay

etted with liquid lithium and constrain the surface without im-

eding bulk lithium flow. Future trench designs or shaping inserts

an be tested with this model before experimental application. 

Several potential trench shaping mechanisms were investigated

o attempt to alleviate the behavior seen in the model and in-

orm future design. The most effective method turned out to be

 step increase in the trench height placed slightly downstream

rom the highest heat flux point. The ledge creates an upwelling

irectly under the area of highest heat flux, helping to protect the

renches, while also minimizing the extent of dryout and therefore

he downstream buildup height. This effect can be seen in Fig. 4.1 ,

here an increase in trench height of 2.1 mm was used. 

Further trench shaping can be studied for specific heat fluxes

r trench designs based on the system in question, and the model

esults allow for rapid design iteration before building test mod-

les. To prove viability of the LiMIT system in large scale devices

ike ITER, the system must be able to effectively handle heat loads

f at least 10–20 MW/m 

2 at magnetic fields up to 10 T, a conserva-

ive estimate based on ITER’s maximum reported toroidal magnetic

eld. This is a significant jump from the 3 MW/m 

2 and 0.1 T dry-

ut simulations in this paper. At fusion relevant magnetic fields, B

 1 T, TEMHD-driven lithium velocity is inversely related to mag-

etic field, namely v ∝ S ∇T / B [18] . It is also important to recognize
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he direct dependence on the thermal gradient. As the magnetic

eld increases, the thermal gradient must also increase in order to

aintain similar flow velocities. Computational work done at UIUC

as determined that a heat transfer coefficient of > 4 kW/m 

2 K is

equired to produce the temperature gradient necessary for effec-

ive LiMIT operation at fusion relevant magnetic fields [18] . While

xperimental tests at UIUC have only ever utilized compressed air

ooling, water, helium, or liquid metal cooling can drastically in-

rease heat transfer, and advanced concepts such as T-tube cool-

ng could eventually be used to achieve heat transfer coefficients

p to 40 kW/m 

2 K [19] . Additionally, stationary liquid lithium has

een shown to effectively dissipate beam spot power of up to

0 MW/m 

2 in CDX-U with no local or bulk evaporation, due to a

ombination of MHD effects and the Marangoni effect [20] . Cou-

led with lithium flow, this ability will allow the LiMIT system to

issipate transient events of locally higher heat fluxes without fully

isrupting the system flow and exhibiting destructive dryout. This

s supported by early computational models of the LiMIT system

18] , while experimentation is continuing to address the challenges

f increasing performance to these metrics. 

. Conclusions 

Liquid metals have shown great promise as plasma-facing com-

onents, having many advantages over solid materials. However,

everal technological challenges remain. This paper has addressed

ome of the issues under investigation, including control of liquid

etals via surface texturing and early models of liquid metal dry-

ut and potential mitigation techniques. While extensive design it-

ration and testing is necessary to implement liquid metal plasma-

acing component concepts as full-scale reactor relevant devices,

hese advances enhance the LiMIT system to allow testing in mod-

rn large-scale devices. 
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